Flow cytofluorometric analysis of enzyme reactions based on quenching of fluorescence by the final reaction product: detection of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency in human erythrocytes.
We developed a method for accurate cytofluorometric analysis of the final reaction product of enzyme reactions in individual cells. Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) activity in human erythrocytes was demonstrated cytochemically, and the amount of final reaction product (formazan) per cell was detected indirectly by quenching of autofluorescence generated by glutaraldehyde fixation. Formazan quenches fluorescence in a dose-dependent manner. The method has been used for detection of G6PD deficiency. Heterozygous and homo(hemi)zygous deficiency could easily be established, even in cases of extreme "Lyonization" where microscopic inspection failed to discriminate between either normal individuals and heterozygously deficient patients or heterozygously and homozygously deficient patients. The principle of quenching of fluorescence by final reaction products of enzymes can be applied to flow cytofluorometric analysis of enzyme activity in individual cells in general.